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I nMarch 2017 theUSDepartment of
Homeland Security (DHS) banned large
portable electronic devices (PEDs) – such

as laptops and tablets – from aircraft cabins
onUS-bound flights frommultiple airports
in theMiddle East andNorth Africa. Soon
afterwards, theUnitedKingdom issued similar
restrictions, but for different airports.
Thismeasure hit airlines in the pocket

and caused dissatisfaction among travellers
from airports in the countries affected. It also
prompted security regulators and technology
manufacturers to accelerate efforts to develop
and test PED screening solutions.
Research and development is intensifying

in this area: in October 2017, for instance,
the UK government launched a GBP3mil-
lion (USD3.9million) research fund for new
methods of detecting explosive devices con-
cealed in electrical items, and determining
whether or not electrical items have been
tampered with or appear irregular. This is
important for flight safety, given the dangers
posed by unstable lithium-ion batteries in
the aircraft cabin.
The research is part of a broader govern-

ment/industry initiative called Future
Aviation Security Solutions (FASS), which is
disbursingmore thanGBP25million in fund-
ing between 2016 and 2021.

Algorithmic developments
While explosives detection remains a priority
at the checkpoint, research is underway in
Europe and theUnited States on applying
machine learning for automated detection
of guns and knives, as well as PEDs. This
is a particular problem for the Transporta-
tion Security Administration (TSA), which
confiscated a record number of firearms at US
airport checkpoints in 2016 and is expected
to announce another all-time high for 2017.
In one recently announcedDHS research

contract worthUSD1.91million, IDSSwill

usemachine learning to develop an algorithm
to focus on hidden low-density threats that
may overlapwith non-threat items inside a
bag. This dovetails with TSA plans to equip US
airports with automated baggage-screening
systems that can detect prohibited items and
laptop threats without operator intervention.
Under another contract, worthUSD1.82

million, Lawrence LivermoreNational
Laboratories (LLNL)will work on boosting
computed tomography (CT) data processing
techniques for baggage scanning. LLNLwill
develop algorithms to improve automated
threat recognition software in x-ray detection
systems. Its solutionwill use data and images
collected from x-ray imaging systems “to help
train several proposed threat recognition
algorithms”, according to theDHS. “These
algorithmswill improve on current technol-
ogy by compensating for beamhardening, a

natural effect of the lower energy x-rays being
absorbed inmaterials, which causes dark
streaks in x-ray images and can interferewith
the operator’s reviewing of the image.”
The TSA is already applying CT-based

explosives detection systems at the check-
point in automated screening lanes (ASLs),
which enablemultiple passengers to divest
simultaneously. Examples include Los
Angeles International Airport, which on 17
November opened its first five of 14ASLs to
be installed in the TomBradley International
Terminal. Once the project is completed, and
all 14 automated and two traditional-style
screening lanes are in use, airport officials
predict an additional 1,000 passengers per
hourwill be processed.

Non-explosive threat detection
Beyond theUnited States, Italian inspection
systemsmanufacturer Gilardoni is working
withDurhamUniversity in theUnitedKing-
dom to develop amachine learning algorithm
for automated threat detection by shape.
Speaking to Jane’s in November 2017 during
UK Security Expo in London, product special-
ist Andrea Rotta said the aim is to facilitate
the detection of guns (includingweapon
components), knives (metal or ceramic), and
other sharp items in bags or small parcels.
“Today, detection is done bymeasuring the

atomic number [of an object]. Nowwewant
to include shape recognition,” he said, adding
that the new algorithmwould be commer-
cialised byGilardoni and integrated into its
products. “This [machine learning algorithm]
will give usmuchmore precise detection .…
We should get better results.”
The research project at Durham is fully

funded by theUK government via FASS and
an undisclosed agency. Gilardoni provides
direct technical support and its techni-
cal knowledge. “We also have one of their
scannermachines in our lab toworkwith
directly,” said Professor Toby Breckon,
computer vision and image processing expert
in theDepartment of Computer Science
at DurhamUniversity. He told Jane’s that
he expects to see a “high TRL [technology
readiness level] demonstrator in the next
18months”, although no real-world airport
trials are on the horizon. “It’s something
we’reworking towards, but it has to be done
within the correct regulatory framework, and
alsowithout disrupting the travel public or
security operations.”
Traditional single-view ormultiview x-ray

inspection equipment cannot detect all

Automation accelerates
at the checkpoint
Electronics screening research blendswithmachine learning for
improved accuracy and efficiency

Machine learning algorithms can be applied to
multiview or computed tomography X-ray scanning at
the checkpoint, to improve detection of non-explosive
threat items such as guns and knives.
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known threat items at the checkpoint, but the
application of CT and advanced shape-recog-
nition algorithms should lead to a higher prob-
ability of detection, and lower false alarms.
“At themoment, it’s impossible to say by

what percentage the amount of non-detec-
tionwill be reduced oncewe have the new
algorithm in place,” Rotta said. “We don’t
have toomany false alarms as it is, sowhatwe
are really looking to do is tomake an overall
improvement in detection, butwithout
making any noticeable changes in howour
equipmentworks.”
While all newGilardoni equipment should

carry the latest algorithm, Rotta said there is
also a strong possibility that it will be retrofit-
table on legacy systems. Existing customers
would therefore receive an improvement in
their detection capability. “None of our com-
petitors currently offer the same solution that
we are trying to implement,” he claimed.
“Everybody else still uses the atomic num-

ber to identify threat objects. Our aim is to
oversee an increase ourmarket share by hav-
ing better equipment than our competitors.
Furthermore, themarketwants to see these
types of upgrades as quickly as possible.”
AlthoughGilardoniwrites all its algorithms

in-house, it invariably does sowith help from
academia. The company previouslyworked
with the Polytechnic University ofMilan,
as well as earlier projects withDurham
University. “We have alwaysworkedwith
universities, becausewe don’t necessarily
have all the skills we need inGilardoni,” said
Rotta. “However, it tends to be a bilateral
co-operation becausewe send students to the
universities and they then give us ideas for
algorithms in return.”
Breckon said that researchers at Durham

have beenworking in this area for about 10
years. “Recentlywe’ve employed deep learn-
ing algorithms [a subset ofmachine learning],
which havemade a step change in our ability
to perform very high-accuracy detectionwith
very low false-positive results,” he explained.
“A lot of knowledge has been accumulated,
but really over the past two years or sowe’ve
made real gainswith advances in deep learn-
ing algorithms.”
In particular, the latest research addresses

challenges in pulling down the false-positive
rate and detecting disassembled threat items,
occluded items, or substantially concealed
objects. Rottamentioned plans byGilardoni
to test themachine learning algorithm in
other environments, and Breckon hinted at
broader applications. “In future, it could be

[applied to] a national border, prison, or any
public venue to stop contraband. There are
implications beyond the airport checkpoint,
although that’s the primary focus.”
As a term,machine learning has been dis-

cussed for decades, but there has been notice-
able progress in recent years with important
advances in algorithmic understanding,
enabled by very high-performance hardware
thatwas not available before.
“We’re seeing a convergence of techniques

used across a broad range of sectors: as well
as baggage and parcel security, weworkwith
similar algorithmswith a number of partners
on autonomous cars and autonomous surveil-
lance systems,” Breckon noted. “There’s a
common algorithmic thread running
through all this research. At themoment
we’re seeing real performance gains, down
to considerable research over a long period.
We’re seeing the rise of algorithms because
of the availability of large amounts of data,
large amounts of computing power – and also
key algorithmic insights.”

European test programmes
Technology is evolving but its impactwill
be diluted unless there is better informa-
tion sharing and co-ordination on security
measures among governments and the
aviation industry. Speaking inNovember
2017 at the AVSEC conference in AbuDhabi,
IATA director general and CEOAlexandre de
Juniac referred to the “much needed”work of
the TSA Innovation Task Force in theUnited
States and FASS in theUnitedKingdom. “It
would be a shame if we cannot use the results
of their efforts quickly and globally,” he added.
The failure to share information among

statesmanifests itself inmanyways, de
Juniac remarked. “The differing responses
by governments to the threats that resulted
in this year’s ban on PEDs on some routes by
theUS andUK is an example of the confusion
that can result.”
One crucialmissing ingredient is a global

systemofmutual recognition of standards
for security detection equipment. “Repeat-
ing certification processes slows us down at
a timewhenwe need to be speeding up,” de
Juniac told AVSEC delegates.
In Europe, ECAChas a test and certification

programme for PEDs screening, called the
ExplosiveDetection Systems for Cabin Bag-
gage (EDSCB) CommonEvaluation Process
(CEP). The EDSCBC1 andC2 performance
standards covers standard divestment of
liquids, aerosols, and gels (C1) or divest-
ment of portable computers and other large
electrical items (C2). EDSCBC3 allows pas-
sengers to send their cabin baggage through
the checkpointwithout having to divest
electronics or liquids – saving time, improv-
ing the passenger experience, and boosting
operational efficiency. It is commonly envis-
aged for deployment in conjunctionwith an
automatic tray return system,which enables
multiple passengers to divest simultaneously.
Finally, C4 has a similar concept of operations
as C3, butwith tighter detection limits.
Mostmajor original equipmentmanufac-

turers (OEMs) are either already engaged
in the CEP or are in the process of develop-
ing a system to submit for testing.Most of
these technologies are based on computed
tomography (CT); at the time ofwriting, the
first to receive C3 certificationwas set to be
the ClearScan checkpoint scanner fromL3

Advanced checkpoint processes – such as this automated screening lane at Miami International Airport, pictured
in October 2017 – should deliver a faster flow of passengers.
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Security&Detection Systems. The compact
ClearScan is already operationally deployed at
airports in Asia, Europe, theMiddle East, and
theUnited States.
Checkpoint CT systems from IDSS

(DETECT 1000), Smiths Detection (HI-
SCAN variants and the ex-Morpho Detec-
tion XDi), and Analogic (ConneCT) have all
met the C1 and C2 performance standards.
Chinesemanufacturer NUCTECH intends
to submit its Kylin CT checkpoint scanner
to ECAC for certification, and Rapiscan is
looking to bring an EDSCB-capable solution
tomarket in 2018. OEMs are also eager to
capturemarket share in the United States
as the TSA invests in checkpoint CT at
major hubs. In early November, for example,
Analogic announced it was awarded a base
contract from the TSA, worth about USD4
million, to provide three of its ConneCT
scanners for demonstrations and trials. The
deal also includes development of advanced
threat detection algorithms.
C2 is the initial objective for Smithswith

its newHI-SCAN6040CTiX, which it sub-
mitted for testing inGermany in September
2017 before the official product launch at
inter airport Europe, although Jane’s under-
stands that data collection is already under
way for a possible C3 certification. “We’ve
demonstrated our ability, inHBS [hold bag-
gage screening] aswell as the checkpoint
environment, tomeet any certification stand-
ards,” said CameronMann, globalmarket
director for aviation at Smiths.
In the United States CTiX is also under-

going detection performance tests in the

Transportation Security Laboratory. It is
then expected to undergo the standard
certification process in the TSA Systems
Integration Facility, followed by operational
test and evaluation.
“Our path for the CTiX [in Europe] is to

target C2 certification first, followed by C3,”
Smiths Detection president Richard Ingram
explained. “As is evidenced by the pub-
lished results of the testing to date, this is a
challenging standard but Smiths is the first
manufacturer to achieve C1- and C2-certi-
fied solutions, and we are confident that we
have a path to C3 certification for CTiX.” C3
certification could be completed as early as
the first quarter of 2018, when the CTiX is
launched tomarket.
Ingram bases his confidence on the long

history of European certifications for Smiths
Detection equipment, and developing the

CTiX platform as “a solution that forms
part of an integrated checkpoint which can
deliver significant operational and produc-
tivity benefits”.
With some adjustments, CTiX could also

rise to the challenge of EDSCB C4. “We have
tried to future-proof our solution develop-
ment process to ensure that we have the
capability to upgrade the platform for future
threats or threat mass levels,” Ingram said.
A variety of upgrade paths are available for

airports considering how to adopt checkpoint
CT, depending on the legacy technology
already in place (single-view ormultiview
x-ray). Discussion at the airport level can help
chart a course for the futurewhich not only
meets ongoing security requirements, but
also addresses how a technology upgrade can
support future operational outcomes and
business growth.

Human failings add impetus to automation

The case for automationwithmachine learning – and
a shift away frommanpower-intensive checkpoint
operations – is evenmore compelling after under-
cover tests of TSA screening staffperformance, car-
ried out in 2017 by theDHSOffice of Inspector General
(OIG), revealed vulnerabilities.
Speakingon8NovemberMichaelMcCaul, chairman

of theHouseofRepresentativesHomelandSecurity
Committee, describeda“disturbing” classifiedbrief-
ing fromTSAAdministratorDavidPekoske“about
specific vulnerabilities toouraviation security”.
The TSA stated that it “concurswith theDHSOffice

of Inspector General findings and is committed to
aggressively implementing the recommendations”.
Pekoske said the agency takes theOIG findings “very
seriously” and is implementingmeasures “thatwill
improve screening effectiveness at checkpoints
…with continued investment in theworkforce,
enhancedprocedures andnew technologies”.
This is not the first time that the TSAhas been

discovered asleep on the job. AnOIG report in 2015
found that its undercover investigatorswere able to
pass undetected through airport security in about
95%of attempts.
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